3 TALL STORIES
Sooner basketball coach Kelvin Sampson has no problem giving elementary school children someone to look up to. Each week his players visit Norman classrooms to sell youngsters on the joy of reading and value of staying in school.

8 THE LEGACY OF RAINEY WILLIAMS
Whenever crisis threatened OUHSC, the natural reaction was to seek G. Rainey Williams' leadership to meet the challenge. As surgeon, medical educator, role model, builder of departmental excellence, Williams had no equal.

14 NASA'S SHINING STAR
The child of missionaries, born in China, educated in Oklahoma, a three-degree OU alumna, Shannon Lucid went into space a respected scientist and astronaut. She came home 188 days later hailed as a record-shattering national hero.

19 A FRONT-DOOR WELCOME
This beautiful little building was built as the New Library, converted to the Art Museum, renamed Jacobson Hall, relegated to a music annex. Now the first stop for campus visitors, Jacobson is all dressed up and looking good.

24 A LONG TIME GONE
Something about a good university experience never quite goes away, even if the graduate does. Give one of these Sooners-in-exile the opportunity, and he will wax nostalgic about all the good times shared—and those he missed.
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ON THE COVER
Second grader Chad Bell needed a little help giving a high-five to basketball player Bobby Joe Evans, right, when Kelvin Sampson and his crew visited Norman's Washington School as part of the coach's Reading Program. See "Tall Stories," Page 3.
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